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Abstract
Background: Obtaining accurate estimates of biological or enzymatic reaction rates is critical in understanding the
design principles of a network and how biological processes can be experimentally manipulated on demand. In many
cases experimental limitations mean that some enzymatic rates cannot be measured directly, requiring mathematical
algorithms to estimate them. Here, we describe a methodology that calculates rates at which light-regulated proteins
switch between conformational states. We focus our analysis on the phytochrome family of photoreceptors found in
cyanobacteria, plants and many optogenetic tools. Phytochrome proteins change between active (PA) and inactive
(PI) states at rates that are proportional to photoconversion cross-sections and influenced by light quality, light
intensity, thermal reactions and dimerisation. This work presents a method that can accurately calculate these
photoconversion cross-sections in the presence of multiple non-light regulated reactions.
Results: Our approach to calculating the photoconversion cross-sections comprises three steps: i) calculate the
thermal reversion reaction rate(s); ii) develop search spaces from which all possible sets of photoconversion
cross-sections exist, and; iii) estimate extinction coefficients that describe our absorption spectra. We confirm that the
presented approach yields accurate results through the use of simulated test cases. Our test cases were further
expanded to more realistic scenarios where noise, multiple thermal reactions and dimerisation are considered. Finally,
we present the photoconversion cross-sections of an Arabidopsis phyB N-terminal fragment commonly used in
optogenetic tools.
Conclusions: The calculation of photoconversion cross-sections has implications for both photoreceptor and
synthetic biologists. Our method allows, for the first time, direct comparisons of photoconversion cross-sections and
response speeds of photoreceptors in different cellular environments and synthetic tools. Due to the generality of our
procedure, as shown by the application to multiple test cases, the photoconversion cross-sections and quantum
yields of any photoreceptor might now, in principle, be obtained.
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Background
The aim of computational biology is to obtain a better
quantitative understanding of biological systems and the
principles upon which evolution has constrained cellular
networks. Building on such knowledge, networks can be
designed that yield certain optimal responses in both nat-
ural and synthetically constructed organisms. However,
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despite the wealth of experimental techniques and data
available, biological parameters can only be estimated rel-
ative to standard values, if they can be calculated at all.
This has increasingly led to the development of optimi-
sation techniques that aim to find the most accurate or
probable set of parameters that describe a particular set of
data (see [1, 2]). Here, we will focus on one instance where
this is a particularly pertinent problem - namely the rates
at which a light-regulated protein (photoreceptor) is able
to switch between different conformational states.
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One such family of photoreceptors is the phytochromes.
Phytochromes have been found throughout the cyanobac-
terial and land plant kingdoms [3, 4]. Each of these
proteins respond to light through a similar chromophore-
based mechanism [5]. Upon illumination of red light, a
conformational change in the chromophore leads to the
activation of phytochromes (PA = active phytochrome) to
regulate downstream networks [6, 7]. This process can
be reversed, leading to increased populations of inac-
tive phytochrome (PI ), by illumination with a second
light source of a different wavelength or leaving the pro-
tein in the dark, where thermal reactions control the
conformational change (thermal reversion) [8–12]. The
wavelength of light required for phytochrome inactivation
changes between phytochrome species, with plant phy-
tochromes requiring far-red light whilst bacterial and algal
phytochromes can be inactivated by wavelengths across
the visible light spectrum [4, 11]. The transition rates
between conformers is related to the photoconversion
cross-sections of the photoreceptor and the light condi-
tions that the photoreceptor is exposed to (i.e. the inten-
sity and spectral composition of the light source) [13, 14].
photoconversion cross-sections are, essentially, the abil-
ity of a molecule to absorb a photon of a given wave-
length resulting in a conformational change [15]. A range
of spectroscopic techniques have been used to observe
these state changes [9, 11, 16–18]. For phytochromes,
absorption spectra show a relatively large spectral over-
lap implying the presence of mixed populations of PA, PI
and, in some cases, intermediate conformations (such as
Lumi-R [19–21]), co-existing within the protein sample.
By using absorption spectra, one can not only observe
levels of PA or PI within a phytochrome sample, but
the level of absorbance can be related to sample con-
centration, molecular weight and extinction coefficient
[10, 11, 13, 15]. The extinction coefficient is defined as
the ratio between the photoconversion cross-section of
a phytochrome species and its quantum yield, where the
quantum yield is the ratio of absorbed photons that lead
to a molecular change with the total number of photons
that are absorbed [15].
Therefore, photoconversion cross-sections can be
inferred directly from absorption spectra if some other
parameters are known. This is the case often described
by Butler’s model [15]. However, to accurately estimate
the photoconversion cross-section and quantum yield
of one phytochrome conformational state using this
model, an experimental configuration is needed whereby
100% of the population is in a single state. For many
phytochromes, no experimental condition can achieve
such requirements due to overlapping absorption spectra
that are indicative of mixed populations [13, 15]. Pre-
vious studies of plant phytochromes from Avena sativa
have estimated the photoconversion cross-sections and
quantum yields by assuming specific percentages of PA
within the phytochrome population under different con-
ditions (∼87% after saturating red light illumination, 100%
after far-red illumination), allowing Butler’s model to be
solved [10, 11]. We shall refer to these estimates as the
‘Mancinelli spectra’ and ‘Mancinelli quantum yields’ fol-
lowing the review by Alberto Mancinelli [13].
Building on Butler’s model, the Verméglio group has
proposed an analytical method to determine the photo-
conversion cross-sections of phytochrome proteins and
the ratio of the quantum yields between the PA and PI
states within amixed population [22, 23]. By using absorp-
tion spectra obtained as a result of three different illumi-
nation conditions, one can calculate the photoconversion
cross-sections by solving a system of linear equations [23].
Quantum yields need to be calculated using other meth-
ods. However, these analytical equations do not take into
account any effects of thermal reversion which, under cer-
tain conditions, can play a significant role in the reactions
governing phytochrome transitions [14, 24]. Another set
of methods have also recently been developed that can
estimate the number of subpopulations within a proteins
reaction cycle [16–18]. As a result these methods have
enabled comparisons of quantum yields between a phy-
tochrome subfamily but does not provide any information
about photoconversion cross-sections or transition rates
[25]. Thus, neither of these approaches provide the same
level of information obtained from the ‘Mancinelli spectra’
that allows researchers to calculate, for any wavelength of
light, how the phytochrome populations switch between
different states.
An example of a phytochrome protein, whose dynam-
ics have been studied both within its natural con-
text and in optogenetic tools, is phytochrome B (phyB)
from Arabidopsis thaliana [14, 26–28]. Generally, phyB
works as follows regardless of host cell. Once synthe-
sised in the cytosol, phyB covalently binds tetrapyr-
role chromophores (phytochromobilin (PB) in plants,
cyanobacterial phycocyanobilin (PCB) in cyanobacte-
ria and synthetic systems) to form a holoprotein [6,
7]. As with other phytochromes, phyB is activated by
red light and inactivated by thermal reversion and/or
exposure to far-red light. Upon activation, phyB is able
to interact with other proteins, translocate into the
nucleus and control downstream processes [27, 29]. These
downstream processes include transcription [26, 30],
protein degradation [31] and protein sequestration,
potentially through the formation of nuclear bodies
[27, 32, 33]. In plants, the interactions of phyB eventu-
ally lead to the suppression of seedling elongation and
inhibition of the vegetative to flowering transition [34].
So far in optogenetics, the truncated N-terminal ver-
sion of phyB (consisting of the first 650 amino acids
and referred to as phyB-N from hereon) has been used
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[9, 26, 27]. Importantly, phyB-N has been shown to be
the most stable construct that still exhibits the correct
responses and dynamics to light signals compared to the
full-length variant [9, 26, 27, 35] whilst thermal relaxation
of phyB-N is slower in vitro than full-length phyB in vivo
[8, 12, 28]. Futhermore, compared to the activity of full-
length phyB in planta, which has been shown to act as
a dimer, phyB-N in synthetic systems is believed to func-
tion as a monomer [36, 37]. Formation of phyB dimers
in plants means that the networks regulating downstream
activity are different between natural and orthogonal syn-
thetic systems [28, 38, 39]. Through an increasing number
of systems biology studies, the networks and kinetic rates
describing phyB’s role in controlling plant development
have been estimated and verified [14, 28, 40]. Since these
studies have dealt with the full-length phyB protein, they
have assumed that the ‘Mancinelli spectra’ are the cor-
rect photoconversion cross-sections that determine phyB
conformational changes. Despite the ‘Mancinelli spectra’
being calculated using full-length plant phyA, this approx-
imation is justified since plant phyA and phyB molecules
respond to light in a similar manner. However, as a
wider range of phytochromes and their structural vari-
ants are being studied for their photophysical properties
and dynamics in natural and optogenetic systems, there
is a real need to accurately estimate these photoconver-
sion cross-sections and the rates at which phytochromes
switch between conformational states and how efficient
these processes are. With such knowledge, one could
potentially look to compare and optimise the transition
rates of photoreceptors for use in optogenetic networks
via protein engineering.
Here, we build on the analytical methods proposed
by the Verméglio group to include further phytochrome
reactions, such as thermal reversion and dimerisation, to
obtain upper limits for the quantum yield ratio and search
spaces for the photoconversion cross-sections. Using this
information, we then propose an optimisation algorithm
that reliably estimates the photoconversion cross-sections
and quantum yields of any photoreceptor. The general-
ity of our approach is highlighted by simulating differ-
ent members of the phytochrome family - including a
red/green cyanobacteriochrome and a red/far-red plant
phytochrome. First, our output is compared to those
obtained by Butler’s model, showing that our algorithm
can find the correct set of photoconversion cross-sections
and quantum yields when Butler’s model fails. Subse-
quently we show, for the red/far-red photoreceptor remi-
niscent of full-length phytochromes found in plants, that
our algorithm can find the correct photoconversion cross-
sections and quantum yields even in the presence of mul-
tiple thermal reversion reactions. Furthermore, the results
are insensitive to noise. Finally, our method is applied to
the phyB-N protein used in optogenetics and provides
the photoconversion cross-sections for this protein for
the first time in vitro. Given adequate data, we propose
that this procedure can be adopted for any photorecep-
tor protein and will be of use to those wishing to obtain
quantitative understanding of light-regulated processes in
natural and synthetic biological systems or comparisons
of phytochrome family members and structural variants.
Methods
Methodology overview
Below, the details of our methodology that infers the pho-
toconversion cross-sections and quantum yields of pho-
toreceptor proteins are described. In Fig. 1, an overview of
the steps is presented.
In order for the method to work, absorption spectra
need to be obtained from different experimental condi-
tions. Importantly, this data needs to illustrate the switch-
ing from active to inactive states of the photoreceptor and
vice versa. For a photoreceptor that responds to a single
region of the light spectrum (such as the cryptochromes
[41]) spectra need to be obtained from two experiments:
under constant darkness after the photoreceptor popu-
lation has been completely activated by light, and under
prolonged periods of activating light after complete inac-
tivation in darkness (see Section 1.4 of Additional file 1).
For phytochromes, that respond to two regions of the light
spectrum (for example see [11]), data would need to be
obtained after initial illumination of red light followed by
constant treatment with inactivating light conditions or
darkness and vice versa, recording the activation of phy-
tochromes in red light after initial exposure to inactivating
light.
Ultimately, we aim to simulate absorption spectra, As,
that match experimental data, Ae. Simulated absorption










ck(σ ,,α,β ,P,E) = nc, (1)
where As(λ|P ,E) is the simulated absorption at wave-
length λ given a set of tuples describing the preparatory,
P = {(tP, zλP)}, and experimental, E = {(tE , zλE)}, light
conditions. Here, the light conditions are described by the
time of exposure, tP and tE , in s and the spectral and inten-
sity composition of the light source, zλP and zλE , in μmol
m−2 s−1. The terms ck are time-dependent changes in
the fraction of available chromophore, nc, within the pho-
toreceptor monomer or dimer structure that is in state
k. The parameters σ = {σλ1 , . . . , σλk , . . . , σλN } is the set
of wavelength-dependent photoconversion cross-sections
(in m2/mol) of a sample population switching between
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Fig. 1 An overview of the method. To obtain photoreceptor photoconversion cross-sections and quantum yields, four computational steps are
required once the appropriate data has been obtained (Box 1). First, the parameters for thermal reversion - the rate of reversion and the percentage
of the photoreceptor population that experiences this rate - need to be found (Box 2). Given these values, an analytical method is then used to find
the search spaces for our optimisation algorithm (Box 3). Once the parameters and search spaces have been obtained, the values can be found
using our optimisation algorithm (Box 4). Finally, the optimal values can be verified by comparing simulations to the rest of our available data (Box 5)
states PI and PA, and the  = {1, . . . ,k , . . . ,N } is the
set of associated quantum yields of the light-dependent
reactions. Furthermore, the ck ’s depend on the parame-
ters related to thermal reversion, where α = {α1, . . . ,αn}
is the percentage of the active photoreceptor (PA) pop-
ulation that undergoes a thermal reversion rate of β =
{β1, . . . ,βn}, where n is the number of PA species in the
population (see below), and the preparatory/experimental
light conditions (P, E). In Section 1.2 of Additional
file 1, we show the general forms for ck used in our
study and how this function is altered between different
cases.
The total concentration of photoreceptor in our sam-
ple, ctot , is defined in mol/L, the term 2.303 is required to
relate absorption to measured light fluences and l is the
light path length through the sample-containing cuvette
in cm [15]. For our study, we have a cuvette contain-
ing ctot = 0.34 mg/ml70000 Da (∼ molL ) sample that is 1 cm thick
and so, due to light path corrections, we use l=1.06 cm
as in [15].
The proposed methodology performs three steps:
1. The parameters for thermal reversion kinetics are
found, such as the rate of reversion, β , and the
percentage of the population, α, that undergoes
reversion at this rate (Fig. 1, Box 2). Importantly,
these parameters play a role in determining ck .
2. Appropriate search spaces for the extinction
coefficients, λk = σλk /k , and the upper bound of
the quantum yield ratio, Rmax, are found numerically,
given the thermal reversion parameters, α and β
(Fig. 1, Box 3).
3. photoconversion cross-sections, σλk , and quantum
yields, k , are obtained by comparing simulations
described by Eq. (1) to measured time-dependent
absorption spectra (Fig. 1, Box 4).
The resulting photoconversion cross-sections and
quantum yield values should then be validated against
known data. In our examples, we use either the known
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values (where simulated data is used) or our avail-
able datasets (in cases where biological data is used;
Fig. 1, Box 5). This section will present the details
of each step of the approach and the elucidation of
photoconversion cross-sections and quantum yields. In
the results section, we will show the output from a
series of test cases before using data obtained for
phyB-N.
Step 1: Determination of thermal reversion rates
In order to determine the thermal reversion rates of a
photoreceptor, data needs to be obtained that details the
inactivation of the photoreceptor. To do this, the sam-
ple must be placed in constant darkness after a saturating
period of activating light (see Section 2 in Additional
file 1). The percentage decrease of active photoreceptor
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(2)
where Ae(λ|{(tλA , zλλA)}, {(tD,D)}) is the experimental data
obtained at wavelength λ after period tD under darkness
D when the system has been prepared using illumination
by zλλA light for duration tλA . Here,
A
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Throughout we shall use limt→∞ f (t) = f (t → ∞).







































A{tD ,D} − cA{tD→∞,D}
cA{0,D} − cA{tD→∞,D}
,
where cA{tD,D} = cA(σ ,,α,β , {(tλA , zλλA)}, {(tD,D)}) is sim-
plified notation describing the fraction of active photore-
ceptor, PA, within the molecule population (i.e. in (1) set
cI{tD,D} = nc−cA{tD,D}, the fraction of inactive photoreceptor,








αj = 1, (3)
where n is the number of exponentials required to
describe the decay of PA. Using (3), we obtain estimates
for αj and βj (see Section 1.8 of Additional file 1 for
pseudo-code). Recall from (1) that the functions ck depend
on the preparatory light input P. Consequently, the
rates of thermal reversion will change depending on the
starting fraction of PA in the system. Importantly, under
darkness, Eq. (3) shows that the percentage decrease
of active photoreceptor is independent of the measured
wavelength, λ, used for the analysis since EDt is not a
function of λ. This can be seen in Additional file 1:
Figure S1.
Step 2: Finding search spaces for the transition rates and
quantum yield ratio upper bound
The next step of our methodology is to obtain the search
spaces for σλk and their respective k . In order to do
this, a previously published method will be extended
to include the effects of thermal reversion, using the
parameters obtained from the previous section [22, 23].
This section will outline the previously published method
for photoreceptors with two light-regulated states and
extend this to include a single thermal reversion reac-
tion. In the Additional file 1 we present equations for
any nc, and cases whereby the photoreceptor under-
goes multiple thermal reversion processes or when
multiple species exist in the photoreceptor reaction
cycle.
Measured spectra are obtained given preparatory con-
ditions P = {(tλA , zλλA)} followed by experimental con-
ditions E = {(tλI , zλλI )} and vice versa. Note that, for a
given experimental condition E = {(tE , zλλw)}, if tE → ∞
then the resulting spectra do not depend on the prepara-
tory conditions P. Assuming that measured spectra are











































where λk was calculated such that ˆλk = 2.303lctotλk
are the wavelength-dependent extinction coefficients and
Xk are scalar constants. Due to the relationship between
extinction coefficients, photoconversion cross-sections
and quantum yields (λk = σλk /k), the resulting spec-
tra provide us with limits for the optimisation algorithm
developed below to minimise the difference between our
data and Eq. (1).
To simplify our notation we set cλw =
cA(σ ,,α,β ,P, {(t → ∞, zλwλ )}) as the fraction of
active photoreceptor obtained after infinite exposure
to the light-source zλwλ given any preparatory condi-
tions P . As such, any absorption spectra can then be
defined by
































Using Eq. (5), we find that
X1 + (X2 − X1)cλA = 0,
X1 + (X2 − X1)cλI = 1. (6)
These equations are implicit for X1 and X2 because the
fractions cλw depend, via Eq. (4), on unknown λk (see
Sections 1.2 and 1.3 of Additional file 1). Thus, other
than in the simplest cases, these equations require solv-
ing numerically. By calculating the values for cλw for given
values , one can obtain spectra for ˆλk via Eqs. (4) and
(6). Doing this for all possible values of  provides us
with the search space of λk spectra to be used within the
optimisation algorithm.
The last remaining bound to be obtained is for R =
A/I . To highlight how the upper bound for R can be
obtained we look at the case where a photoreceptor has a
single thermal reversion reaction. For the case of multiple
thermal reversion rates the same steps can be followed to
calculate R.











where β is the thermal reversion rate in s−1 (for an
example see Additional file 1: Figure S1) and the pho-
toconversion cross-sections σλk are in m2 mol−1. In our
experimental setup, the spectral composition of zλλw fol-
lows a Gaussian distribution produced by LED light
sources (Additional file 1: Figure S2) [22, 23]. By rearrang-
























































i zλλj . The function R
o is the same as
that calculated using the previously published method in
the absence of thermal reversion [23]. Note again that
the function of R is, in fact, implicit. For a given set of
, one calculates the values of Xk from Eq. (6) to then
obtain a value R using Eq. (8). To limit our optimisation
search space we wish to find bounds of R given our data.
By definition, the lower bound of R is zero. An upper
bound for R can be found since the second term of Eq. (8)
is always positive since β , I and λA are all positive.
Thus, Ro is the upper bound for R given specific values
of . Therefore, we use the numerical maximum of R,
Rmax, given all possible combinations of  as the upper
bound of R.
The above steps therefore provide, in the presence of
different numbers of thermal reversion reactions, con-
straints on the wavelength-dependent photoconversion
cross-sections and quantum yields. The final step in
obtaining photoconversion cross-sections and quantum
yields is to determine where in the defined search space
the minimum difference between simulated spectra and
experimental data exists.
Step 3: Simulating time-dependent absorption spectra
In Section 1.7 of Additional file 1 we provide a pseudo-
code of this optimization algorithm but, essentially, the
problem is to minimize a cost score that describes the
difference between the difference spectra obtained from
our data and from Eq. (1). The cost score function used




























































where νλt is the experimental error of our data,Ae(λ|{(t →
∞, zλλw1 )}, {(t, z
λ
λw2
)}), measured between wavelengths λ ∈
[ λ0, λ∞]. Here, zλλw1 and z
λ
λw2
are the preparatory and
experimental light conditions, respectively, that can be
represented by Gaussian distributions centred at λw1
and λw2 . Furthermore, nt is the number of mea-
sured time-points (in our case nt = 5) [42]. In
the case where simulated data is used without noise,
we set νλt = 1. Thus, upon estimating a value of
A and R:
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• One obtains a value of I from R = A/I .
• These values are then input into Eq. (6) to obtain
values of X1 and X2.
• The obtained values of X1 and X2 are used in Eqs. (4)
and (5) to obtain λA and λI .• These spectra, plus the estimates of , are input into













In our study all optimisation routines use MATLAB’s
fmincon function that is started from 100 random ini-
tial points to cover as much of the global parameter
space as possible. Furthermore, 95% confidence intervals
for k and thermal reversion parameters are calculated
from profile likelihoods following the method outlined
in [42].
Software
All computational procedures were performed using
MATLAB (Mathworks, Massachusetts, USA). The




Methodology successfully returns input values for extreme
simulated test cases
To test the validity of our algorithm, we have tested the
system using simulated data and compared the output
to results obtained using Butler’s model [11]. Here, we
highlight two extreme test cases in the absence of noise.
Notably, we assume that the light-dependent switch-
ing of the photoreceptor population occur on the ms
to s timescale, comparable to what is known for full-
length plant phytochromes in vivo (see Additional file 1:
Figure S3) [13]. For full details of the parameters used in
our test cases see Additional file 1: Tables S1 and S2.
In the first test case, we simulated a red/green cyanobac-
teriochrome [4, 25]. The photoconversion cross-sections
of this photoreceptor do not overlap in the wavelength-
domain and we set the thermal reversion reaction rate
to zero. Thus, under red or green illumination condi-
tions (660 nm or 550 nm, respectively) the photorecep-
tor is able to attain populations containing 100% active
or inactive photoreceptor. Furthermore, we defined the
quantum yields to be A = 0.1 and I = 0.34, which
are broadly reasonable values for cyanobacteriachromes


































































































































































































Fig. 2 Test cases of photoreceptors against output from Butler’s model. a–d A red/green photoreceptor that satisfies the assumptions required for
the photoconversion cross-sections to be calculated using Butler’s method. a Circles are the target photoconversion cross-sections used to create
the synthetic data (denoted ‘Input’); blue and green lines show the photoconversion cross-sections calculated using Butler’s model (denoted
‘Butler’); black and red lines show the photoconversion cross-sections obtained using our optimisation algorithm (denoted ‘Opt’). b Quantum yields
obtained from Butler’s model (denoted ‘Butler’) and our optimisation algorithm (‘Opt’) compared to the target values (‘Input’). c, d Simulations of
absorption spectra (red lines) created using the optimal values from our algorithm compared to synthetic datasets (circles). e–h Same as in a–d
except for a photoreceptor with photoconversion cross-sections that do not satisfy the conditions required to be calculated by Butler’s model
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the input wavelength-dependent photoconversion cross-
sections and the correct quantum yields (Fig. 2b). Fur-
thermore, since the experimental conditions can lead to
populations with 100% PI , Butler’s model provides similar
results (Fig. 2a, b). Consequently, the optimal simulations
directly overlap with the simulated test data (Fig. 2c, d).
To highlight that our algorithm is an accurate gen-
eralisation of Butler’s model, we now show the results
for a photoreceptor that does not satisfy the conditions
required for Butler’s model to produce accurate results. In
this test case, we have simulated a photoreceptor that is
activated by 660 nm light, but inactivated by 680 nm light
with quantum yields of A = 0.1 and I = 0.3. Such a
case could occur when analysing point mutations within
phytochromes (see [35] for examples). Since this photore-
ceptor is unable to obtain populations containing 100% of
PI or PA, Butler’s model fails to predict the correct pho-
toconversion cross-sections and quantum yields (blue and
green lines in Fig. 2e, f). However, our algorithm finds the
correct photoreceptor parameters and simulations per-
fectly match the synthetic data (Fig. 2e–h). Thus, we have
shown that, in both cases where Butler’s model can be
applied and where it cannot, our optimisation algorithm is
able to find the ‘true’ photoconversion cross-sections and
quantum yields of photoreceptors.
Approach is able to find optimal photoconversion
cross-sections in the presence of multiple biochemical
reactions
As discussed in Section 1.1 in Additional file 1, there
is more than one way in which a photoreceptor can
undergo multiple thermal reversion reactions. One option
is through photoreceptor-chromophore interactions cru-
cial for the transformation from active to inactive pho-
toreceptor. The second is through dimerisation, whereby
the PA − PI hetero-dimer has a different thermal rever-
sion rate to the PA − PA homo-dimer, as is the case for
full-length phyB found in plants [28]. Notably, if spec-
tra are obtained from a sample that contain a mix of
these populations, we still wish to obtain photoconver-
sion cross-sections for the monomeric PA and PI species.
To show that our methodology can handle both cases,
we have simulated a red/far-red photoreceptor using the
‘Mancinelli’ spectra and quantum yields in the presence of
multiple thermal reversion reactions [13].
Figure 3a–c shows the results for the red/far-red pho-
toreceptor undergoing multiple thermal reversion due to
photoreceptor-chromophore interactions. We set 70% of
the active phytochromes to undergo one thermal rever-
sion reaction rate (β1 = 0.005 s−1) whilst the other 30%
undergo a reaction rate an order of magnitude smaller (β2
= 0.0005 s−1). We are, once again, able to find the correct
photoconversion cross-sections and quantum yields that
produced the synthetic data (Fig. 3a, b). Simulations using
these parameters thus show a complete match with the
input data (Fig. 3c).
By changing the ck function, we are able to describe
absorption spectra that result from mixed populations of
dimerised photoreceptors. Again, using an order of mag-
nitude difference between the thermal reversion rates, we
find the parameters used to create our test data (Fig. 3d, e).
The resulting simulations using these parameters match
the synthetic datasets (Fig. 3f). Furthermore, we can find
the optimal photoconversion cross-sections for any given
set of thermal reversion parameters and using the wrong
form of ck has negative effects on results (Additional file 1:
Figure S5).Thus, we have shown that even in complex
photoreceptor systems our approach is able to accurately
find the biochemical parameters of population-level state
transitions for photoreceptors.
Performance is robust to noisy spectra
In the last two sections we presented results in the absence
of any experimental noise. However, as with all experi-
ments, data is likely to include noise from both external
and biological sources. Consequently, the methodology
should be robust against noise and provide accurate esti-
mates of the photoreceptor transition rates. By including
stochastic fluctuations (with coefficient of variation =
10%) on simulated data from a single-step thermal rever-
sion red/far-red photoreceptor (thermal reversion rate β
= 0.005 s−1), we are able to compare the impact of noise
on our simulation results. As seen in Fig. 4, we are able
to find the input photoconversion cross-sections from
the calculated search spaces (Fig. 4a, b). Similarly, the
quantum yield estimates are accurate in the presence of
noise (Fig. 4c). The resulting simulations using the optimal
parameters also match the noise-inclusive data (Fig. 4d).
Due to the inclusion of noise, we also highlight here
the accuracy of our approach to find the optimal param-
eters. In Fig. 4e, we show the profile likelihoods obtained
for I and R = A/I . Following the theory in [42],
the 95% confidence interval for these parameters occurs
when changing either parameter leads to the optimal score
increasing by more than χ2(0.95, 1) = 3.8415. From
Fig. 4e, it is clear to see that a very minor change in
either parameter would result in increasing the score by
more than 3.8415 (note the scale of the y-axis), suggest-
ing that our methodology obtained the optimal parameter
values with high confidence. In Fig. 4f, we show the entire
search space for our optimisation algorithm. The search
space shows a clear minima at [A,I ]=[0.1, 0.2] that our
algorithm has successfully found.
On the basis of these results we can confirm that our
approach provides accurate results for multiple photore-
ceptors undergoing different thermal reversion reactions
in the presence and absence of noise. Furthermore, the
obtained parameters have been shown to be the global





































































































































Fig. 3 Optimisation results for photoreceptors undergoing multiple thermal reactions. a–c A red/far-red photoreceptor undergoing multiple
thermal reversion reactions due to photoreceptor-chromophore interactions. a Comparison of optimal photoconversion cross-sections (‘Opt’) with
those used as input (‘Input’). b Quantum yields obtained using algorithm (‘Opt’) compared with those used to create the synthetic data (‘Input’).
c Comparison of synthetic data (circles) compared with simulations obtained using optimal parameters (lines) for our red-to-far-red (black) and
far-red-to-red (red) experiments. d–f Same as in a–c for a red/far-red photoreceptor undergoing two thermal reversion rates due to dimerisation
minimum of the search space. This would suggest that
our methodology is well-suited to dealing with absorption
spectra obtained experimentally. In the following sections
the transition rates for the phyB-N protein fragment com-
monly used in optogenetic tools will be determined.
The phyB-N protein fragment undergoes slow thermal
relaxation
The N-terminal region of phyB (phyB-N) contains the key
protein domains required for light responses and is rel-
atively stable compared to other phyB fragments upon
purification [9]. Consequently, this protein is ideal for
optogenetic tools although the kinetic rates describing
the inter-protein reactions have not yet been quantified.
Before detailing the photoconversion cross-sections that
control the speed of light-dependent reaction, in accor-
dance with our methodology, we need to determine the
reaction rates of thermal reactions of phyB-N.
Before conducting our absorption experiments we con-
firmed the presence of phyB-N (∼70 kDa) within our
sample (Additional file 1: Figure S4). The sample was
placed under 11 μmol m−2 s−1 red light until the system
had saturated to provide the highest possible amount of
active photoreceptor within the population (see Section
2 of Additional file 1). Over the next 48 hours, absorp-
tion spectra were recorded in a temperature controlled
dark chamber. As observed in Fig. 5a, the percentage
of active phyB-N reaches a minimum by the end of the
48h protocol, showing levels of absorption at 712 nm
that are similar to those seen after a saturating level
of far-red light. Comparatively with this slow thermal
relaxation, the light-regulated changes of photoreceptor
populations occurs within minutes given the light condi-
tions and intensities (11 μmol m−2 s−1) used in our study
(Fig. 5b). From this result, one should note two obser-
vations. First, that as light intensity increases (decreases)












































































































































































Fig. 4 Approach can obtain input values in the presence of 10% noise. a Optimal photoconversion cross-sections (lines, denoted ‘Opt’) compared
to the input photoconversion cross-sections used to create the test data (circles, denoted ‘Input’). b Search spaces calculated for the extinction
coefficients using the Verméglio method as a function of the scalar constants, X1 and X2. c Comparison of optimal quantum yields (denoted ‘Opt’)
compared to the target values (denoted ‘Input’). d Simulated absorption spectra (red lines) compared to the synthetic data (black lines). For the
time-points of each measurement see Additional file 1: Table S1. e Profile likelihoods for the parameters obtained from our optimisation algorithm
[42]. f The search space for the optimal quantum yields. The space shows a clear global minimum at the optimal values
the speed of conformational change will also increase
(decrease). Second, given that we use the same intensity
of red and far-red light in our experiments, Fig. 5b sug-
gests that the activation of phyB-N molecule population
by red light is relatively faster than deactivation by far-red
light.
To determine the rate of thermal reversion, we used
our optimisation algorithm to fit exponential functions
to the data (see ‘Methods’ above). By fitting a single
and double exponential function to the data (blue and
red line in Fig. 5a, respectively), we found that the
data could be described qualitatively well by both sin-
gle and double thermal reversion rates. The biochemical
cause of the second exponential rate within the thermal
reversion reactions is not well understood, however we
have hypothesised potential causes in Section 1.1 of
Additional file 1. Since the focus of the work is on obtain-
ing the photoreceptors photoconversion cross-sections,
we analyze the generally accepted case of a single thermal
reversion reaction. The optimal value for the parameter
was β = 3.4 × 10−5 s−1 (see Table 1 for full set of
estimated rates and confidence intervals). Compared to
published data for this protein, this is a slower thermal
reversion rate than that recorded in [35]. However, and
arguably most importantly, the thermal reversion of phyB-
N in vitro is slower than thermal reversion of full-length
phytochrome in vivo as has been observed previously
[28, 35, 43].
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Fig. 5 Population of phyB-N molecules responds to light and darkness on the minute to hour time-scale. a Thermal reversion kinetics of phyB-N
(black squares) compared to optimal function for a single (blue line) and bi-exponential decay function (red line). b Production and decay of PA during
red light illumination (red line) and far-red illumination (black line). Dashed line shows the linear trend between the final measured time-point and the
starting conditions of the reverse experiment obtained after 5 min illumination. Experimental curves obtained using (2)
Conformational changes of phyB-N are slower and
blue-shifted compared to full-length phyB
According to the ‘Mancinelli spectra’ for full-length phy-
tochromes, the speed of transitioning between a popu-
lation of active and inactive photoreceptor would occur
within 5-20 s under the experimental conditions of this
work (see Section 2 of Additional file 1 and Additional
file 1: Figure S3) [13]. However, there are two impor-
tant differences in conditions between the measurement
of the ‘Mancinelli spectra’ and our experimental condi-
tions. First, the ‘Mancinelli spectra’ were calculated using
absorption spectra obtained from in vivo samples whereas
the samples used here are in vitro. Second, in plant sys-
tems, phytochromes use PB chromophores whereas, in
synthetic systems, PCB is used as an alternative. Such
differences have already been shown to produce ∼20
nm blue-shifted absorption spectra that transition more
slowly between different states (∼mins) than spectra mea-
sured in vivo (∼s) [35, 44]. Our data support these obser-
vations, whereby saturating levels of active or inactive
photoreceptor can be achieved within 5 min given our
experimental conditions (Fig. 5b).
Table 1 Optimal thermal reversion parameters with 95%
confidence intervals
Single exponential Double exponential
α 1 0.265 ± 0.0094
β1 3.4×10−5 ± 6×10−10 0.0011 ± 0.0011
β2 0 2.7×10−5 ± 9×10−6
Confidence intervals calculated from profile likelihoods [42]
Using these results and the thermal reversion rates
obtained in the last section, we are now in a position
to use our optimisation algorithm to find the optimal
photoconversion cross-sections and quantum yields for
phyB-N (Fig. 6). The output of our algorithm provides
three notable observations. First, as would be expected
by the slower kinetics, the amplitude of the resulting
photoconversion cross-sections (that are proportional to
light-regulated kinetic rates) is much lower than those
obtained for full-length phytochromes in vivo (Fig. 6a).
Second, the peak of the photoconversion cross-section
for phyB-N is blue-shifted compared to full-length phy-
tochromes with peaks occurring ∼20 nm shorter than
full-length phytochromes in a similar manner to absorp-
tion spectra measured from in vivo and in vitro samples
(Fig. 6a). Third, in accordance with the slower kinetic rates
and lower amplitude photoconversion cross-sections of
phyB-N, the quantum yields are similarly decreased to a
smaller percentage than previous estimates of full-length
and mutated phytochromes, with A = 0.023 ± 0.0014
and I = 0.038 ± 0.0034 (Fig. 6c). In comparison to
obtaining the results using Butler’s model, we found that
the calculated photoconversion cross-sections are simi-
larly blue-shifted to our calculations albeit the amplitude
of the rates and the quantum yields are decreased (to
below 1%) in comparison to our estimates (see Additional
file 1: Figure S6). Our results suggest that the population
level responses of phyB-N, in our hands, respond slowly to
changes in light condition. However, despite these differ-
ences in kinetics with full-length phytochromes, the opti-
mal parameters produce simulations that match closely





























































































































































































Fig. 6 Optimal photoconversion cross-sections obtained for phyB-N. a Optimal photoconversion cross-sections (solid lines) compared to the
‘Mancinelli spectra’ (dashed lines) calculated for full-length phytochromes. Note the change in y-axis. b Search spaces calculated for the extinction
coefficients using the Vermémeglio method as a function of X1 and X2. c Comparison of optimal quantum yields (denoted ‘Opt’) compared to the
‘Mancinelli quantum yields’ (denoted ‘Mancinelli’). d Simulated absorption spectra (red lines) compared to the synthetic data (black lines). e Profile
likelihoods for the parameters obtained from our optimisation algorithm. f The search space for the optimal quantum yields
with the experimental data (Fig. 6d). Furthermore, given
the profile likelihoods and the calculated search space, the
algorithm indicates that the global optimum set of param-
eters has been found (Fig. 6e, f). Since we have shown
that our approach can handle data that contains noise,
the differences observed between the data and our opti-
mal simulations can be attributed to external sources that
are not currently accounted for within our model (see
‘Discussion’ below).
Discussion
Methodology accurately calculates properties of
photoreceptors
In this work we have introduced and tested a
methodology that calculates the wavelength-dependent
photoconversion cross-sections and the quantum yield of
photoreceptor states (Fig. 1). Based on theoretical analy-
sis (see [11, 15, 23]) of specific photoreceptor conditions,
we have generalised the theory to be used for any studied
photoreceptor (see Sections 1.4 and 1.5 of Additional
file 1). The key step in the algorithm is the construction of
search spaces for the k species within a photocycle. These
search spaces contain all possible sets of photoconversion
cross-sections, σλk , given different values of quantum
yields, k (for example, see Figs. 4 and 6b). The construc-
tion of these search spaces involves solving simultaneous
equations that depend on the fraction of active photore-
ceptor (Eqs. (4) and (6)). Thus, given the constraints of
Eq. (4), the wavelength-dependency of the photocon-
version cross-sections can have no other form (i.e. the
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solution to the optimisation problem definitely exists
within this space). Consequently, we have demonstrated
that the approach works for different photoreceptors with
multiple thermal reversion reactions and dimer forms in
the presence or absence of intrinsic noise (Figs. 2, 3 and
4). In Section 1.4 and 1.5 of Additional file 1, we have pre-
sented the equations and an outline of how our analysis
could be adapted for further photoreceptors that respond
only to a single wavelength of light (i.e. for blue light
receptors such as cryptochromes and LOV-based proteins
that are used in optogenetics [45]) or for photoreceptors
that have reaction cycles containing N species.
The approach presented here has high potential to
be used to obtain the photoconversion cross-sections
for these photoreceptors, aiding both plant and syn-
thetic biologists in understanding their respective light
responsive networks in greater detail. One such example
where our algorithm can be used is for the plant UV-
B photoreceptor, UVR8 (UV RESISTANCE LOCUS 8),
that has recently been shown to exist as a mixed pop-
ulation of active monomers and inactive dimers under
different environmental conditions [46]. Our methodol-
ogy will be instructive in determining photoconversion
cross-sections for this photoreceptor and the rates of this
light-activated switch. Furthermore, since our proposed
method can handle cases of overlapping photoconver-
sion cross-sections more robustly than previous methods,
one can envisage that it can be used to obtain transi-
tion rates for photoreceptors containing point mutations
(as in [35]) or to find photoconversion cross-sections of
photoreceptor sub-states, such as Lumi-R in the case of
phytochromes [19–21]. In Section 1.5 of Additional file 1
we highlight how this analysis could be achieved, however
it should be noted that obtaining analytical expressions
of ck and R becomes challenging as the number of sys-
tem components increases. Thus, one could envisage that
numerical solves are incorporated into the analysis to
approximate values of ck given a specific model system.
As with all methodologies, accuracy of the results is one
of two factors that need to be taken into account. Whilst
we have shown that our approach produces accurate
results, we should also assess computational performance.
Currently, running the entire process in a sequential man-
ner on a single iMac core using MATLAB R2013a can
take at least a couple of hours when 100 optimisation
runs are performed, depending on the complexity of the
photoreceptor system being studied. However, within the
current framework there are many steps that could be par-
allelised. Notably, the most time-consuming step is gen-
erating the transition rate search spaces, which becomes
particularly inefficient for complex problems (such as
phytochrome dimers). Upon parallelisation, this process
could be sped up since the same calculations are repeat-
edly performed for different values of the quantum yields.
Furthermore, our optimisation procedure is currently per-
formed 100 times starting from random initial places
with the quantum yield parameter space. This could sim-
ilarly be parallelised such that all optimisation runs take
place simultaneously. One could envisage that these steps
would decrease the computational speed from hours to
minutes.
The phyB-N protein fragment used in optogenetic tools
responds slowly to changing light conditions
To showcase how our approach can be applied to a
well-studied photoreceptor, we performed our analysis
on the phyB N-terminal protein fragment that is used
for optogenetic tools [26, 47]. Our results highlight three
important insights. First, as previously observed, the data
show that the phyB-N fragment has very slow thermal
reversion kinetics and light-reversibility (Fig. 5a, b) com-
pared to other phytochrome protein variants (for com-
parison, see the predicted in vivo light-reversibility of
full-length phytochromes predicted from the photocon-
version cross-sections in Additional file 1: Figure S3)
[13, 28, 35, 43]. Second, the calculated photoconver-
sion cross-sections have a lower amplitude for phyB-N
in vitro than full-length phytochromes in vivo and have
a wavelength-dependency that is relatively blue-shifted
(Fig. 6a). This matches with previous observations of mea-
sured PA accumulation and blue-shifted absorption spec-
tra of phyB-N [9, 35]. Finally, in correlation with the slower
transition between PA and PI , the efficiency of the phyB-N
protein to absorb photons (as determined by the quantum
yields A and I ) are decreased compared to estimates
for full-length phytochromes [13, 25]. This is likely due to
the different chromophores used by phytochromes under
in vivo and in vitro conditions [44]. In summation, these
results suggest that responses of phyB-N populations in
vitro to light are inefficient and slow when compared to
the full-length counterpart in vivo.
This result has implications for the development of
optogenetic tools based on the light-switching of phyB-
N [26, 27, 47]. These studies have shown that common
readouts of phyB-based optogenetic tools, such as gene
expression, can take hours to accumulate to high levels
after illumination of red light. Notably, naturally occur-
ring processes such as nuclear transport are rate-limiting
and can take 20 min before the maximal system response
is observed [27]. Since the phyB-N population is fully acti-
vated by red light within 5 min of our experimental set up
(using 11 μmol m−2 s−1 LEDs), our results suggest that
accelerating population level switches between photore-
ceptor states could also, consequently, increase the speed
of optogenetic responses. For example, mutated forms of
phyB-N that have faster activation kinetics (such as the
90–624 amino acid fragment [35]) could be applied in
optogenetic tools.
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Conclusion
Here, we have built upon previous theoretical work to
present a generalised approach for determining photo-
conversion cross-sections and, consequently, transition
rates between conformational states of photoreceptors.
We have shown the utility of our approach through
the use of simulated data for multiple photoreceptors
of differing complexity before performing our analysis
on the phyB N-terminal fragment used in optogenetic
tools. We envisage that the methodology can be used
for any photoreceptor protein fragment, allowing the
research field to directly compare rates at which pho-
toreceptors and their mutated derivatives switch between
conformational states in more detail. The resulting anal-
ysis will aid future optogenetic efforts where speed,
efficiency and robustness of photoreceptor dynamics
are imperative for the application of tools in bio-based
industries.
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